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Summary 

-Introduction:  

          the school Occupies an important place in the lives of all children and 

adolescents where the social skills grow and the self-concept develop, the 

self -concept is associated with the school performance, as the good school 

performance contributes in the psychological growth. there is no doubt that 

bad school performance left a negative image for itself as well as the school 

environment. Usually the term learning disabilities used in tandem with the 

term un expected  low achievement                                                                  

         

can result from a lack of ability  sabilities, the learning ditheoretically          

to represent information in one or more of the individual competencies in 

age children -studies have shown that between 5 to 8% of school .any field

have some form of lack of knowledge and memory that inconsistent with 

their ability to learn concepts and procedures in the one field or more of the 

.               areas 

t studies on the cognitive aspects for people with learning Because mos          

 at students withemphasized the vulnerability of those aspects  sabilitiesdi

learning disabilities compared to their peers out of the ordinary, it is 

in its multiple  e structurecognitivexpected to extend that to include the 

is the basis of knowledge, both  cognitive structuredimensions, because the 

in quantitative or qualitative (organizational) and it is the result of 

knowledge representation and the main influences at the same time as that 

cognitive dge after it is taken up and processed is stored in the knowle

this stock affects  semantic memory, , which constitute the core ofstructure

based on the characteristics and efficiency to the nature of knowledge later 



s individualalready that  nitive structurecogand thus the relation between the 

 circular nature of  a has processed new informationwith and  have

Because the main component in the definition of learning  .relationship

is that the spacing between academic achievement (actual) and  sabilitiesdi

al mental capacity (expected obtained academic) thus become acquainted re

it is  sabilitiesfor people with learning di cognitive structurewith the 

important to try to understand and treat them with the decline of academic 

ment in and of itself is a process of performance. Because academic achieve

integrating and linking between new knowledge with what is corresponded 

already in the construction of knowledge to the student and therefore it is 

 ,versedi structure expected that the more the structure of student cognitive

more become learning the  stable and  arethe more concepts   rich and clear

.                        more efficientbecome permanent and academic performance 

                              .                                                                                            

                               

                                               Problem of the study : 
cognitive With the scarcity of studies and research on the dimensions of the 

preparatory in  specially sabilitieswith learning di studentsfor  structure 

gender currently in the  cognitive with increasing attention to ,school

comes the importance of the current  learning disabilitiesinterpretation of the 

.    swof queries as follo dstudy, which can be summarized and the formulate

                                 

First question: How common and the spread of learning disabilities in 

science  among middle school students?  

The second question: to what extent the prevalence of learning disabilities 

in science differs among middle school students according to sex (males -

females)?  

Third question: to what extent there are significant differences between 

ordinary students and those with Learning disabilities in science in the 

knowledge structure and  its dimensions (quantity, quality, integration) in 

science?  

Fourth question: Does the degree of relative stability of the knowledge 

structure differ from ordinary students and others with learning disabilities 

in science?  

Objectives of the study  

The study aims to 

1- Determine the prevalence of learning disabilities in science at the 

preparatory pupils stage. 



2- compared between the prevalence of learning disabilities in science pupils 

at the middle school males and females  

3- Understand the significance of the differences between ordinary pupils, 

and those with learning disabilities in science in the College degree of the 

dimensions of the knowledge structure 

4- compare the degree of relative stability of the knowledge structure at 

pupils with and without learning disabilities 

      .                                                                  .       Hypotheses of the study

 the percentage of the spread of learning The first assumption:      
school students to internationally  middlescience in       disabilities in

common rate is 5,6%.  

at in science  sabilitiesthe prevalence of learning di The second assumption:

 to female students                       . increasesmale middle school students  

cant differences between the mean There are signifiThe third assumption: 

in science in  sabilitieswith learning di thosestudents and ordinary  scores of 

dimensions of the Subsidiary for the benefit of its  knowledge structure and 

. .                                         ordinary people 

The degree of the relative stability of the structure ourth assumption: The F

learning  students withordinary students and  differs from of knowledge 

.                                  in science for the benefit of ordinary people sabilitiesdi
. 

                               .                                  .study Procedures of the

    
, the third preparatory grade 200 pupils from includedThe study sample.

 or physical disabilities students with (8) excluded the researcherthen 

, after that, the (192) the number, bringing deprivation environmental

researcher applied aCattell 

intelligence test (General factor) second measure (a), were excluded pupils 

whose rates are less (88) or (-75.) degree standard (based on the test of 

exclusion) and hence the number of the sample (157) male and female pupils 

after exclusion (35) pupils with less coefficient of IQ on average after it was 

rated the sample remaining (157) to normal and people with learning 

difficulties based on the test of spacing that is, creating the spacing between-

class standard of the test grades are proposed standard-class test grades from 

the class standard IQ test and if the result of subtraction is greater than one 

it's diagnosed with the student that he suffered from learning difficulties if 

the result of subtraction is less It was considered one of the ordinary (30) 

male and female pupils with learning disabilities and (127) male and female 

ordinary pupils have been diagnosed 



                                                                                       Tools used 

                                  First, measure the dimensions of cognitive structure

     

knowledge quality)  - quantum knowledge –Includes dimensions (integration 

.well as the degree of relative stability  as 

                        Second the achievement test 

It is also prepared by the researcher aims to measure the academic 

d of the research sample till a gap between intelligence an achievement

achievement as a means to diagnose people with learning difficulties in 

                              science 

                        Third Cattell test of general factor (Scale II) 

been K. S. Cattell and has  &It is a measure authored by R.. B Cattell.

Fouad Abu Hatab  by Egyptian environmentranslated and codified on the t

Ahmed Sadek, Mustafa Mohamed Abdelaziz, and the second Amal   and

                                                               choices.-measure consists of four sub

                             

Statistical treatments 

 -The researcher used the following statistical methods:  

(1) factor analysis  

(2) correlation coefficients  

equation kronbak  (3) alpha  

the percentages  (4) 

(5) the value of (Z) to denote the differences between the ratios  

 rates (6) the standard error of the difference between two 

test  )t(7) ( 

(8) Mediterranean  

                                                                            (9) standard deviation 

 Results of the study                                                                

 because  the ,first hypothesis has been proven that(1) The results indicated 

spread of difficulties in science learning among the pupils of the preparatory 

 .                                                      .stage by 15% 

(2) the existence of statistically significant differences in the prevalence of 

Between boys and girls for cience in middle school es in slearning difficulti

                ..                          the second hypothesis iesthe boys and thus verif 

(3) the existence of statistically significant differences between the mean 

the total score to  ing difficulties inscores of ordinary people with learn

dimensions of the structure of knowledge for the benefit of measure the       

Related to this is rify the main hypothesis, III. the ordinary and therefore ve

en the mean scores the existence of statistically significant differences betwe



Degrees of quantum dimensions with learning difficulties of ordinary people 

both on the integration of knowledge alone, for the benefit of  -quality  -

 .                               .ordinary 

cognitive relative stability of   (4) there is no difference in the degree of

structure between ordinary pupils and learned disabled pupils therefore the 

fourth hypothesis didn't verify.                                                                          

           

 

Abstract 

 
the study of cognitive aspects for learning disabled pupils is an important 

research point in recent times, the present research aims to analyze  some 

cognitive structure dimensions for pupils with learning disabilities in 

science, and compare it with their peers out of the ordinary, as well as stand 

on the prevalence of learning disabilities in science among preparatory 

school students,  the study sample included (157) of male  and female pupils, 

(30) pupils were diagnosed as learning disabled in science, and the rest (127) 

as ordinary pupils, the test of cognitive structure dimensions was applied on 

the two groups. the results showed the presence of statistically significant 

differences between normal and those with disabilities in science learning in 

all dimensions of cognitive structure related to (quantum - quality - 

integration), and did not prove the existence of differences between the two 

groups in dimension of  the relative stability, as well as proven the spread of 

learning disabilities in science among the total sample with rate of 15% 

overall, and varied the ratio between male and female for male was 22.34% 

as against 8.49% for female.                                 

 


